Optional
Modules

ZONE1 - OPTIONAL MODULES

Sending Hub
(Admin Module)

Send eCard campaigns on behalf of the company members
The sending Hub module is an add-on to the admin tools. This module allows the admin to create sending
campaigns on behalf of the company (the registered users).
Simply, the admin will be able to select the users to send on their behalf, upload the recipients list for each
user, select the desired eCard design, and set the sending date.
The ecards will be delivered to the recipient’s inbox as coming from each user's email address (account).
The sending Hub is completely managed by the admin and can be paused and resumed.
Create a new campaign. Step 1: Give your campaign a name and select the sending date.

Create a new campaign. Step 2: Select the sending users to send on behalf.
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Create a new campaign. Step 3: Select the eCard design, enter the subject line, and the greeting message.

Manage Campaigns: View your campaigns with the status for each one.
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Sending Profiles
(Admin and User Module)

Send an eCard on behalf of an executive
This module is developed so that an assistant can send on behalf of an executive. The admin will be able
to assign a user (as an assistant) to another user (the executive).
The assistant can be assigned to more than one executive and be given permission to send on their executive’s behalf. When the assistant login, a list of allowed executives to send on behalf will be in place (as
assigned by the admin).
The assistant will be able to manage the executive’s signature and the recipients list, select the eCard design and start sending on behalf. The eCards will be delivered to the recipient’s inbox as coming from the
executive’s email address (account).
Admin - Sending Profiles page. Select the assistant from the users list, and link to the executive profile.

User - Sending Profiles page. When the assistant login and launch the Sending Profile, the profiles set by the admin will be featured.
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User - Sending Profiles actions. The assistant will select "Send eCard" for the executive's profile from the menu to send on behalf.

User - Sending Profiles actions. The assistant uploads the contact for the user.

User - Sending Profiles actions. The assistant can set the executive's text and digital signatures prior sending.
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Special Occasions
(Admin Module)

Schedule and send special automated eCards to people

The Special Occasion module is an automated Birthdays and work Anniversaries sending solution.
The admin will be able to upload a sheet with the desired data (names, email addresses, month and date
of birth or work anniversary dates), and then select the eCard design.
Zone1 Special Occasion module will check every day for the recipients that should receive their ecards and
automatically send the greetings
The eCard designs can be available for all the users, or only available for the admin as "Special Occasions"
that are hidden from the user's visibility.
Manage campaigns page. After creating your campaigns, this is your Special Occasions manage page.
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View/Manage campaign page. The campaign page will show the sent and the in-queue eCards with the status for each eCard.

Manage and create Lists. View current and create new lists to assign to your campaigns.
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Edit Lists. Import recipients into your list, manage recipients, or edit the list name.

Manage Recipients. Import recipients into the main contacts list. You can assign recipients to different sending lists.
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Special Occasion eCards. After setting-up your lists and recipients, select from the available designs to customize.

Customize and finish. Select sending lists, add a subject line, and customize your message.
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